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Abstract: Although ionosphere-free (IF) combination is usually employed in long-range precise posi-
tioning, in order to employ the knowledge of the spatiotemporal ionospheric delays variations and
avoid the difficulty in choosing the IF combinations in case of triple-frequency data processing, using
uncombined observations with proper ionospheric constraints is more beneficial. Yet, determining
the appropriate power spectral density (PSD) of ionospheric delays is one of the most important
issues in the uncombined processing, as the empirical methods cannot consider the actual ionosphere
activities. The ionospheric delays derived from actual dual-frequency phase observations contain not
only the real-time ionospheric delays variations, but also the observation noise which could be much
larger than ionospheric delays changes over a very short time interval, so that the statistics of the
ionospheric delays cannot be retrieved properly. Fortunately, the ionospheric delays variations and
the observation noise behave in different ways, i.e., can be represented by random-walk and white
noise process, respectively, so that they can be separated statistically. In this paper, we proposed
an approach to determine the PSD of ionospheric delays for each satellite in real-time by denoising
the ionospheric delay observations. Based on the relationship between the PSD, observation noise
and the ionospheric observations, several aspects impacting the PSD calculation are investigated
numerically and the optimal values are suggested. The proposed approach with the suggested
optimal parameters is applied to the processing of three long-range baselines of 103 km, 175 km and
200 km with triple-frequency BDS data in both static and kinematic mode. The improvement in the
first ambiguity fixing time (FAFT), the positioning accuracy and the estimated ionospheric delays
are analysed and compared with that using empirical PSD. The results show that the FAFT can be
shortened by at least 8% compared with using a unique empirical PSD for all satellites although it
is even fine-tuned according to the actual observations and improved by 34% compared with that
using PSD derived from ionospheric delay observations without denoising. Finally, the positioning
performance of BDS three-frequency observations shows that the averaged FAFT is 226 s and 270 s,
and the positioning accuracies after ambiguity fixing are 1 cm, 1 cm and 3 cm in the East, North and
Up directions for static and 3 cm, 3 cm and 6 cm for kinematic mode, respectively.

Keywords: ionospheric delays; long-range; random walk; power spectral density; Real-Time Kinematic

1. Introduction

For medium- and long-range relative positioning in both static and Real-Time Kine-
matic (RTK) mode, one of the most significant impact factors is the ionospheric delays,
which are increasing with the inter-station distance [1]. There are two major methods
dealing with ionospheric delays: on the one hand, it can be eliminated based on its fre-
quency dependency by forming ionosphere-free (IF) observations using dual-frequency
observations, which is still the most common and effective method until now [2]. On
the other hand, the slant ionospheric delays are estimated as unknown epoch-wise using
uncombined observations [3,4]. In principle, the IF observation is derived from the latter
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one by eliminating ionosphere delays parameters at the observation level. However, using
IF observations has the following three disadvantages.

In the combination, taking dual-frequency data as an example, for a station-satellite
pair, there are four observations, two for each phase and range, after eliminating the iono-
spheric parameter, only two IF observations are formed for phase and range, respectively.
Obviously, this combination is rank-defected and cannot retain all observation information.
The reason is that while forming IF observations, the ionospheric slant delays parameter
in phase and range observations is eliminated as different ones. One consequence is that
the noise of the IF observations is enlarged according to the law of error propagation and
the estimates will be degraded accordingly. Theoretically, if the full covariance matrix is
considered, using original observations or their full-rank linear combination gives the same
solution [5].

From the study of the ionosphere, the ionosphere variation has good statistical charac-
teristics in space and time, which can be obtained from establishing an a priori model to
efficiently constrain ionospheric parameters to enhance the solution. In the case of using IF
observations, it is impossible to impose such statistical constraints as the ionosphere delays
parameters are already eliminated.

Last but not least, more and more Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) provide
multi-frequency signals, for example, the Chinese BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS)
which is the first GNSS providing triple-frequency signals across the whole constellation [6].
The triple-frequency data is obviously conducive to increasing the redundancy of parameter
estimation. More importantly, it can significantly improve the efficiency and reliability of
the carrier phase integer ambiguity resolution which is essential for precise positioning [7,8].
IF observations are used, we have to decide which IF observations should be used in
the processing.

In comparison with using IF observations, the latter one takes the observations of all
frequencies and is modelled in a unified and simple way, and the slant ionospheric delays
of all observations of a station-satellite pair are modelled according to the relations among
pseudo-range and phase, and signal frequencies, and only one slant ionospheric delays
are estimated as unknown parameters. In this case, it is convenient to introduce the prior
information into the parameter estimation in the form of constraints. Therefore, it can be
seen that using uncombined observations is more conducive to the data processing of multi-
system and multi-frequency fusion. This is also one of the reasons why the undifferenced
and uncombined observation model is becoming a research hotspot [9,10].

The ionospheric delays depend on the total electron content (TEC) along the signal
propagation path, which is a function of a number of variables, including solar ionization
flux, magnetic field activity [11]. Its temporal and spatial correlation is easy to understand
from GNSS observations. For example, the ionospheric delays of two nearby stations to
the same satellite should be the same and their difference gets larger along with the inter-
station distance. Similarly, the difference between the two adjacent epochs is rather small.
Therefore, a number of studies were carried out to investigate the ionosphere characteristics
in order to properly quantify these correlations for obtaining appropriate spatiotemporal
ionospheric delays constraints [12]. Besides the temporal and spatial constraints, a priori
ionospheric corrections from a reconstructed model such as the global ionospheric map or
nearby reference stations in network RTK can also be considered while constructing the
constraints [13–16].

In principle, the spatiotemporal variation of ionospheric delays can be represented by
a random walk process with the PSD as its critical parameter which decides the strengths of
the constraint [17]. The relative spatial variation between two stations depends on the inter-
station distance. For short baselines the variation is negligible, i.e., the two stations have
almost the same ionospheric delays and can be fully cancelled in the inter-station difference.
Differently from precise point positioning, in relative positioning, the ionospheric delays
can be reduced or eliminated in the inter-station difference and the residual ionospheric
delays are rather small depending on the inter-station distance [18]. It is worth pointing out
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that in RTK the inter-station differenced ionospheric delay is estimated and its variation is
rather small depending somehow on the baseline length.

Bock proposed a method of incorporating prior information on residual ionospheric
effects in the form of weighted constraints in order to improve phase ambiguity reso-
lution [19]. It was successful in unifying the processing algorithm for short and long
baselines by imposing ionospheric constraints according to baseline length. This was
further improved by Schafferin and Bock and was widely used later on [4]. Teunissen
investigated theoretically the impact of weighted ionospheric delays considering both the
spatial and temporal variation in ambiguity resolution [20]. Goad and Yang developed a
two-dimension model to simultaneously consider the spatial and temporal correlation, i.e.,
baseline length and observations sampling interval, respectively, based on the autocorrela-
tion of the estimated ionospheric delays [21]. Odijk proposed a priori ionospheric weight
as a function of the baseline length [22]. There are also several studies on the ionospheric
constraints for network RTK [23–25] and for precise point positioning [26,27].

In the above-mentioned methods, the PSD of the ionospheric delays parameterized as
a random walk process is usually obtained empirically or based on previous data. Therefore,
it cannot always accurately describe the current status, especially if there are temporal
and spatial variations of small scale [28]. Liu and Lachapelle analyzed the influence of
different random walk parameters on the ionospheric delays estimates and the fixation
of ambiguity [29]. Schaer also demonstrated that using empirical prior variant is difficult
in capturing the spatial and temporal changes of small scale [30]. Furthermore, statistics
based on the estimated ionospheric delays are more suitable but cannot be implemented
easily for real-time processing.

The ionospheric observations, obtained by the combination of carrier phase observa-
tions, can accurately reflect the temporal fluctuation of the ionospheric path delays, so can
be used for deriving more accurate ionospheric statistics for appropriate constraints. For
example, Pi proposed a rate of change of total electron content index (ROTI) [31], which can
be derived from dual-frequency phase observations, to monitor ionospheric scintillation.
In fact, the ionospheric observation is a superposition of phase observation noise and
ionospheric delays. The observation noise is usually considered as white noise, although
high sampling data is temporally correlated, while ionospheric delays are represented by
a random walk process as aforesaid. Ignoring the short-term temporal correlation of the
observation noise, its standard deviation (STD) is about 0.01 cycle, i.e., 2 mm and could
be enlarged to 2 to 3 times due to environmental impact at low elevations. However, the
ionospheric variation within a few seconds is most likely much smaller than the noise, so
the change of the ionosphere between-epochs will be overwhelmed by the observation
noise. Therefore, we cannot directly use the STD of the epoch-differenced ionosphere
(EDI) observations to qualify the actual ionospheric variation. Fortunately, the ionospheric
variation increases in the EDI observations along with the differential interval of the two
epochs, while the observation noise stays unchanged. Hence, the two superposed parts can
be separated due to the different attributes. Therefore, we will study characteristics of the
ionospheric observations and develop a new approach to quickly estimate accurate PSD
from ionospheric observations by suppressing observation noise, and apply the estimated
PSD to constrain ionospheric delays parameters for real-time precise positioning.

The paper is arranged as follows: the related functional and stochastical models will be
introduced focusing on the handling of ionospheric delays. Then, the temporal correlation
of ionospheric delays is investigated based on the ionospheric observations. Afterwards, a
new approach for PSD estimation based on the ionospheric observations is presented and
several related aspects are evaluated. The efficiency of the new approach is validated by
comparing it with the existing ones before conclusions are drawn.
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2. Model of Long-Range RTK
2.1. Basic Observation Equations

The observation equations of inter-station difference using the BDS carrier phase
observation L in unit of meter, and the pseudo-range observation at the epoch i are [21]:

Ls
r,j(i) = ρs

r(i) + Ts
r (i)− µj Is

r (i) + dtr + Br,j(i) + λjNs
r,j + Mφs

r,j
+ εφs

r,j
(1)

Ps
r,j(i) = ρs

r(i) + Ts
r (i) + µj Is

r (i) + dtr + Dr,j(i) + MPs
r,j
+ εPs

r,j
(2)

where r,j,s represent the index of the receiver, frequency and satellite, respectively; ρs
r is the

geometric distance between the satellite and receiver; Ts
r is the tropospheric delays; µj is

the ionospheric delays coefficient for frequency j, µj = f 2
1 / f 2

j ; Is
r is the ionospheric delays

of the first frequency; λj is the wavelength of carrier phase, λj = c/ f j, c is the speed of light;
dtr, Br,j and Dr,j are the receiver clock bias, phase and pseudo-range receiver hardware
delays, respectively; Ns

r,j is the carrier phase ambiguity, it absorbs the initial phase deviation
of the receiver; Mφs

r,j
and MPs

r,j
is the multipath errors of phase and pseudo-range;εφs

r,j
and

εPs
r,j

is the measurement noise of phase and pseudo-range, respectively. Be aware that all
the parameters are the difference between the two stations which form the baseline and the
index r is for the roving receiver.

2.2. Long-Range RTK Model

As explained before, instead of the IF combination for eliminating the effect of the
ionospheric delays, the uncombined observations with ionospheric delays as parameters
are employed, so that the ambiguity fixing can be accelerated by properly constraining
the ionospheric delays parameters. The linearized double-difference(DD) observation
equations of carrier phase and pseudo-range observations derived from Equations (1) and
(2), respectively, can be written as:

∆Ls,γ
r,j (i) = As,γ

r · xr + ms,γ
r · τr(i) + µj

{
Is
r (i)− Iγ

r (i)
}
+ λj

(
Ns

r,j − Nγ
r,j

)
+ ∆Mφs

r,j
+ ∆εφs

r,j
(3)

∆Ps,γ
r,j (i) = As,γ

r · xr + ms,γ
r · τr(i)− µj

{
Is
r (i)− Iγ

r (i)
}
+ ∆MPs

r,j
+ ∆εPs

r,j
(4)

where ∆ represents the inter-satellite difference operator; xr is the coordinate parameters
vector with the design matrix As,γ

r ; γ represents the reference satellite, we choose the
satellite with the highest elevation angle as the reference satellite; the tropospheric delays is
replaced by the product of the tropospheric mapping function ms,γ

r and the residual relative
zenith tropospheric delays (RZTD) τr after applying a model correction. Both mapping
function and initial RZTD can be derived from an empirical model, such as the VMF1 [32].
The multipath error M is considered in the random model; for this reason, we will not
consider it too much in the following.

The observation equation matrix includes the undifferenced carrier phase ambiguities,
relative zenith tropospheric delays and undifferenced ionospheric delays, expressed as:

E

{[
∆Ls,γ

r,j
∆Ps,γ

r,j

]}
=

([
As,γ

r µj λj

As,γ
r −µj 0

])
.

 xk
Is
r

Ns
r,j

 (5)

D

{[
∆Ls,γ

r,j
∆Ps,γ

r,j

]}
=

([
σ2

φ 0
0 σ2

P

])
(6)

where As,γ
r = (As,γ

r , ms,γ
r ), xk = (xr, τr), σ2

φ, σ2
P represent the variance of carrier phase and

pseudo-range, respectively.
Adding pseudo-range observations can strengthen the constraint of ionospheric delays

parameters, but the pseudo-range observations have a large noise, so should be properly
weighted, for example, by setting σ2

φ : σ2
P = 1 : 1000.
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The ionospheric delays are usually parameterized as a random walk process repre-
sented as the following constraint to Equations (3) and (4):

Is
r (i)− Is

r (i + 1)=ws
r(i, i + 1) , ws

r(i, i + 1) ∼ N(0, σ2
Is
r
) (7)

where ws
r is a white noise with zero mean and variance, σ2

Is
r

is the variance of ionospheric
delays. The variance is obtained by the PSD of the ionospheric delays q2(Is

r ), and is
expressed as follows [23]:

σ2
Is
r
= ∆t · q2(Is

r ) (8)

where ∆t is the differential interval between two epochs, q2(Is
r ) is the key parameter in

a random walk, which does not change with the sampling interval of observations. The
main research object of this study is to estimate the right PSD, which will be discussed in
detail in Section 3.

2.3. Parameter Estimation

The estimation is carried out using sequential least square adjustment where temporal
constraints are taken into account in the form of pseudo observations. All the time-varying
parameters, such as coordinates of a kinematic station, tropospheric zenith delays, and
ionospheric slant delays, will be eliminated after all related observations are contributed
and prepared for the parameters of the next epoch. The details of the sequential processing
can be found in the study by Ge et al. [33] and Zhu et al. [34].

At each epoch, after all observations and the constraints are contributed into the nor-
mal equations, the parameters are solved, to referred as float-solution. Then the irrelevant
parameters are eliminated and only unknown parameters of coordinates and ambiguities
are kept, as in the following equation:[

x̂k
∆âk

]
,
[

Qx̂k Qx̂k∆âk
Q∆âk x̂k Q∆âk

]
(9)

where x̂k, ∆âk are the float solution of the position parameters and the ambiguity parame-
ters. The integer ambiguity resolution is carried out by using the Least-squares AMBiguity
Decorrelation Adjustment (LAMBDA) method [35]. Finally, the fixed solutions of the
other interested parameters can be obtained by the standard least square adjustment, for
example, the fixed solution and the variance-covariance matrix of coordinate parameters,
expressed as: 

^
x k = x̂k −Qx̂k∆âk Q−1

∆âk

(
∆âk − ∆

^
a k

)
Q^

x k
= Qx̂k −Qx̂k∆âk Q−1

∆âk
Q∆âk x̂k

(10)

3. Ionospheric Time Correlation Study
3.1. Ionospheric Observation

Since the range noise is too large for sensing the short-term ionospheric variation,
we use only the phase observations. Suppose that the phase observation of frequency
m and frequency n are used, referring to Equation (1) but ignoring the index of stations
and satellites as we are working on a single station-satellite pair, their ionospheric delays
combination can be expressed as:

Lm(i)− Ln(i) =
(

f1
2

fm2 −
f1

2

fn2

)
I(i) + (λmNm − λnNn) + {Bm(i)− Bn(i)}+

(
εφm − εφn

)
(11)

In principle, there are also station environment-induced errors, multipath errors, an-
tenna phase center variation, and high-order ionosphere delays, which are signal frequency-
dependent and can also bias the ionosphere observations. These biases are either rather
small and vary very slowly in time, or very difficult to model, some of them can be further
reduced in the inter-station/epoch difference, therefore they are neglected.
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By making the difference between two epochs, the ambiguity and receiver hardware
delays can be further eliminated, when there is no cycle slip in between. Therefore, the EDI
observations between epoch i to epoch i + ∆i can be derived as:

fm
2 fn

2

f1
2( fn2 − fm2)

{{Lm(i)− Lm(i + ∆i)} − {Ln(i)− Ln(i + ∆i)}} = I(i, i + ∆i) + εφmn(i, i + ∆i) (12)

where ∆i is the number of the sampling epochs between the two epochs forming the EDI
observation, and the corresponding time difference is referred to as the differential interval.
This means that the sampling interval and the differential interval of the EDI observations
can be different, i.e., ∆t and ∆T = ∆t · ∆i, respectively. We will demonstrate that the
statistics of different differential intervals are very useful for separating the observation
noise and ionospheric delays.

To avoid the impact of the systematic variation due to elevation change, we suggest
using the vertical ionospheric delays [36]:

F · fm
2 fn

2

f1
2( fn2 − fm2)

{{Lm(i)− Lm(i + ∆i)} − {Ln(i)− Ln(i + ∆i)}} = I(i, i + ∆i) + εφmn(i, i + ∆i) (13)

where F is the ionospheric delays mapping function which can be expressed with the
satellite elevation angle E as [37]:

F = 1.0 + 16.0 · (0.53− E)3 (14)

From Equation (12), it is obvious that the ionospheric observation includes both the
ionospheric delays and observation noise.

Suppose that carrier-phase observations of all the frequencies have the same standard
deviation in phase cycles, i.e., σε2 = σε3 = σε1 at a single station for BDS triple-frequency
data, then the standard deviation at the j frequency after the inter-station difference can be
expressed as:

σL j =
√

2 ·
(

λjσε1

)
(15)

Then the standard deviation of the EDI observations σnm can be expressed as:

σnm = F · fm
2 fn

2

f1
2( fn2 − fm2)

·
√(

2σ2
Lm

+ 2σ2
Ln

)
(16)

There are three possible frequency-combinations for BDS triple-frequency data, i.e.,
B1 and B2; B1 and B3 and B2 and B3, the STDs of the corresponding EDI observations
are 2.182, 2.852, 9.292 times of the phase observations in single station, respectively, with
E = 45◦, B1 = 1561.098 MHz, B2 = 1207.140 MHz, B3 = 1268.520 MHz. Assuming that
carrier-phase observations STD is about 2 mm, ionospheric observations STD is 4.36 mm,
5.71 mm, 18.58 mm for B1 and B2; B1 and B3 and B2 and B3, respectively. Thereafter the B1
and B2 combination is selected to study the PSD of the ionospheric delays.

With the following definition of the zenith EDI observations:

LI(i, i + ∆i) = F · fm
2 fn

2

f1
2( fn2 − fm2)

{{Lm(i)− Lm(i + ∆i)} − {Ln(i)− Ln(i + ∆i)}} (17)

Equation (13) can be simplified as:

LI(i, i + ∆i) = I(i, i + ∆i) + εφmn(i, i + ∆i) (18)

Then we have:
D̃(LI , ∆i) = D(I, ∆i) + D(εφmn) (19)
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where D̃(LI , ∆i) is the variance of EDI observations which can be replaced by its estimate
from EDI observations defined by Equation (17). With n the total number of observations
the estimate reads:

D̃(LI , ∆i) =
i=n

∑
i=1

LI
2(i, i + ∆i)/n (20)

Similar to the relationship of PSD and the state equation variance by Equation (8), we
define the approximate PSD (APSD) q̃(I, ∆i) based on the calculated EDI variance as:

D̃(LI , ∆i) = ∆T · q̃2(I, ∆i) (21)

Considering Equations (19) and (21), we have the following equation which expresses
the relationship between ionospheric variation and the observation noise and can be used
to separate them as:

q̃2(I, ∆i) = q2(I) + D(εφmn)/∆T (22)

It should be pointed out that q̃(I, ∆i) is calculated from EDI observations, so it depends
on the differential interval. The different contribution of ionospheric variation and the
observation noise is because one has the characteristic of random walk process and the
other one is white noise. If we increase the differential intervals of the EDI observations,
the contribution of the observation noise to the resultant APSD will be reduced. Besides
which, if the APSDs for several different differential interval are calculated, the two parts,
ionospheric PSD and the variance of the observation noise, can be separated easily by a
liner fitting. This is the principle for the statistical analysis and determination of the PSD of
the ionospheric delays process in the next section.

It is also clear that the EDI observations are temporally correlated; theoretically, the
correlation should be considered. However, it is ignored for a simplified algorithm, as we
have confirmed that the difference in STD is less than about 5% compared to that using the
epoch-difference without common epochs, i.e., between epoch 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6 etc.

3.2. Analysis of Ionospheric Delays Time Correlation

In this section, numerical analysis is carried out to investigate the characteristics of
the variation of ionospheric delays derived from phase observations. The final goal is to
develop an approach for estimating the PSD for the ionospheric delays modelling, e.g.,
Equations (7) and (8). In order to illustrate the different impact of ionospheric delays
and the observation noise, a zero-baseline and a long-range baseline of about 202 km are
employed. The zero-baseline was measured with a Trimble Net R9 and a SinoGNSS K708
receiver on 13 September 2020 for 5 h, while data of the long-range baseline from the
Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS) network in Heilongjiang province,
China were collected on 31 May 2020 with two Trimble Net R9 receivers. The sampling
rate of the two baselines is 1 HZ.

For each satellite, the station-differenced ionospheric delay observations of the data
sampling rate are employed as input time series. The APSDs with different differential
intervals are computed for analysis based on Equations (20) and (21):

q̃(I, ∆i) =

√√√√i=n

∑
i=1

LI(i, i + ∆i)2/∆T/n (23)

Using Equation (23), the APSD of the EDI observations with different differential
intervals of all integer seconds within 1 s to 90 s for the zero-baseline and long-range
baseline are computed and the results with the intervals in multiples of 10 s are listed in
Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
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Table 1. APSD of the zenith ionospheric delays calculated with different differential interval of the
zero-baseline. The sampling rate is 1 Hz and the unit is mm/

√
s.

PRN C01 C03 C06 C08 C11 C12

1 s 2.478 2.727 2.316 2.456 2.329 1.766
10 s 0.856 0.960 0.748 0.904 0.888 0.685
20 s 0.633 0.703 0.533 0.694 0.663 0.526
30 s 0.523 0.587 0.461 0.544 0.542 0.438
40 s 0.472 0.509 0.395 0.504 0.507 0.382
50 s 0.436 0.451 0.351 0.441 0.442 0.342
60 s 0.392 0.418 0.305 0.411 0.391 0.311
70 s 0.338 0.365 0.284 0.364 0.365 0.263
80 s 0.321 0.367 0.276 0.339 0.343 0.256
90 s 0.309 0.349 0.263 0.337 0.334 0.251

The symbol s in Tables 1 and 2 represents the unit of second.

Table 2. APSD of the zenith ionospheric delays calculated with different differential interval of the
long-range baseline. The sampling rate is 1 Hz and the unit is mm/

√
s.

PRN C01 C03 C07 C09 C10

1 s 2.201 2.333 1.707 2.284 1.695
10 s 1.031 1.005 0.673 1.099 0.616
20 s 0.793 0.726 0.530 0.901 0.466
30 s 0.627 0.597 0.488 0.821 0.429
40 s 0.622 0.578 0.462 0.749 0.418
50 s 0.542 0.538 0.455 0.738 0.409
60 s 0.539 0.517 0.469 0.723 0.413
70 s 0.539 0.511 0.479 0.743 0.438
80 s 0.559 0.512 0.490 0.736 0.444
90 s 0.584 0.498 0.510 0.745 0.457

The symbol s in Tables 1 and 2 represents the unit of second.

From Tables 1 and 2, the APSDs for both zero-baseline and long-range baseline degrade
along with the increase in the differential interval. From Equation (22), the contribution
of the observation noise is inversely proportional to the differential interval. If APSD is
calculated with a small differential interval, it is mainly the observation noise instead of
ionospheric delays variations. However, with too large an interval, it may not be able to
reflect short-term ionospheric variations.

Moreover, for the zero-baseline the APSD keeps declining, whereas the other one
becomes stable after the differential interval is larger than a certain value, c.a. 60 s, because
of the difference without and with ionospheric delays in the EDI observations. In the
extreme case of a zero-baseline, the ionospheric delays, antenna and environmental effects
are fully cancelled in the ionospheric delay observations and there should be only the
observation noise instead of the superposition of ionospheric variation and observation
noise as over long-range baselines.

It is worth mentioning that the APSDs for all satellites of a baseline are at the same level
and the difference gets smaller with the increased differential interval. C09 has the largest
APSD in Table 2 and the lowest elevation, which might be the reason for the difference.

In order to further investigate the characteristics of the ionospheric delay observations,
Figures 1 and 2 show the time series of ionospheric delay observations with the elevation
angle (left column), the EDI with 1 s and 60 s differential interval (middle column), and the
APSDs along with the differential interval (right column) of the four typical satellites for
the zero-baseline and the long-range baseline of 202 km, respectively.
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Figure 1. Time series of satellite ionospheric delays (left), the EDI at a differential interval of 1 s and 60 s (middle), and 
APSD obtained at a different differential interval (right) for satellite C01, C06, C08 and C12 (from top to bottom) of the 
zero-baseline. The sampling rate of the observations is 1 s. 

Figure 1. Time series of satellite ionospheric delays (a), the EDI at a differential interval of 1 s and 60 s (b), and APSD
obtained at a different differential interval (c) for satellite C01, C06, C08 and C12 (from top to bottom) of the zero-baseline.
The sampling rate of the observations is 1 s.

Compared to the ionospheric delay observations on the left column of the two base-
lines, the ionospheric delays are fully cancelled for the zero-baseline, although there are
also small variations which are similar for all the satellites, indicating not the ionospheric
delays but possibly a variation of inter-frequency bias. In the middle column, the EDI
observations with 1 s and 60 s differential interval show that the 1 s time series is dominated
by the observation noise, in the other words, the ionospheric delays change within 1 s
is rather small compared with the observation noise, whereas the ionospheric variations
show up in the plot with a 60 s interval. The APSDs of 1 s interval are almost the same
of about 2 mm for all satellites over the two baselines because the APSD with the short
differential interval reflects mainly the observation noises, which are almost the same for
all satellites. The EDI with a 60 s interval for the zero-baseline shows also a similar but
very small variation for all satellites which should be further investigated in the future.
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Figure 2. Time series of satellite ionospheric delays (a), the EDI at a differential interval of 1 s and 60 s (b), and APSD
obtained at a different differential interval (c) for satellite C03, C07, C09 and C10 (from top to bottom) of the long-range
baseline of 202 km. The sampling rate of the observations is 1 s.

Moreover, as can be seen from Figure 2, the ionospheric delays of the C09 satellite
fluctuate greatly, and its APSD is also higher than that of other satellites. As is already
mentioned, it is most likely due to the fact that the satellite has a low elevation over this
period. This is also an indication of the necessity of using satellite-specified PSD.

From the time series of APSD in the right column, we can see that at the beginning
(with a short differential interval) APSD is very large because of the observation noise, and
then it degrades along with the interval increasing. For the long-range baseline, APSD
becomes stable after a certain interval for example 30 s to 60 s but slightly different from
satellite to satellite. For example, C09 needs a slightly larger interval which may be related
to the higher ionospheric variations at a lower elevation. For the zero-baseline, because of
no ionospheric delays in the ionospheric observations, its APSD keeps decreasing as it is
reversely proportional to the differential interval.

Besides the impact of the differential interval, we also tested the effect of the number
of samples used in the APSD calculation with Equation (23). We found that APSD is not
very sensitive to the number of samples if it is larger than 30.
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For one calculation of APSD with 1 Hz sampling rate, the total number of observations
needed is the number of samples used plus the differential interval. For example, if we use
30 samples of EDI observations with a differential interval of 30 s and 60 s, about 60 and
90 observations are needed, respectively.

Based on these results, overall, we suggest that about 60 s to 90 s of carrier-phase
observations of a 1 Hz sampling rate is needed in order to get rid of the observation noise
while using APSD to replace PSD.

3.3. Ionospheric Smoothing Method

As is discussed before, the ionospheric delays obtained from phase observations
is greatly affected by the observation noise including the influence of the environment.
The ionospheric delays variation could be smaller than the carrier phase observation
noise within a short time, so that the PSD of the ionospheric delays process cannot be
derived correctly.

Based on the relationship between the PSD of ionospheric, observation noise and the
ionospheric observations in Equation (22), the PSD of ionospheric and observation noise
can be separated by a linear fitting with the APSDs of different differential intervals as input
which is called the linear fitting approach afterwards. The algorithm is straight forward
with rigorous theoretical reasoning, however it can be simplified for practical application.

As is well known, the white noise can be removed by a low-pass filter, for example, the
moving average approach. A window of a certain width of the number of epochs is chosen,
and it starts from the beginning and moves epoch-by-epoch to the end of the dataset. For
each window, the average of all the samples that fall inside is calculated as the denoised
sample. Of course, quality control can be applied to the samples to exclude outliers. The
window width should be carefully selected, as with too short a width the observation
noise cannot be reduced well; otherwise, the temporal ionospheric delays variation will
be smoothed out. Through the numerical investigation in Section 3.2, it is suggested to
use 30 to 60 samples of EDI observations with a differential interval of 30 or 60 s to obtain
stable APSD value, so 60 s should be an optimal smoothing window and will be used in
this study. Of course, this value will be further evaluated in the experimental validation.

We apply the moving window smoothing with a window width of n sampling epochs
to the ionospheric observations, so the denoised ionospheric observation at epoch i can be
written as:

Ĩ(i) =
1
n

(
j=n−1

∑
j=0

LI(i− j)

)
(24)

According to the variance propagation law, the denoised observation has noise with
an STD of 1/

√
n of the original ones, i.e., about 1/8 for n = 64; it is reasonable to consider

the denoised ionospheric delays free of noises. This smoothing is carried out for all the
epochs and then the PSD of the ionospheric delays process can be calculated epoch-wise
directly from a certain number of the denoised ionospheric observations nearby according
to Equation (25).

q( Ĩ) =

√√√√i=n

∑
i=1

Ĩ(i, i + ∆i)2/∆T/n (25)

In fact, the epoch-difference can be now formed between adjacent epochs, as the obser-
vation noise is smoothed out. For completeness of the algorithm, it should be mentioned
that at the start of real-time positioning, an empirical one should be selected for positioning,
since the smoothing requires a certain number of observations to obtain the first estimated
PSD. Here, a loose constraint may be safer than a tight one, compared to the first fixed time
of the experimental validation. Using a loose constraint will slightly delay the convergence,
but a too-tight one will result in wrong fixing.

Figure 3 shows the obtained PSD by use of the linear fitting approach based on
Equation (22) and the moving average approach.
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Figure 3. The PSD obtained by the moving average approach and the PSD obtained by the linear fitting approach for
satellite C03, C07, C09 and C10.

It can be seen from Figure 3 that the moving average approach can achieve almost
the same PSD as the linear fitting approach, which is theoretically derived. This good
agreement, on the one hand, confirms the theoretical derivation of the relationship between
the PSD of ionospheric delays and observation noise in Section 3.2 and their separation.
On the other hand, it shows the efficiency of the moving average approach in terms of both
the accuracy and as well as the computational burden.

Taking the long baseline of 202 km as an example, the ionospheric observations
obtained in Equation (11) and the smoothed ionospheric delays with Equation (24) for the
selected satellites C03, C07, C09 and C10 are illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Comparison of the observed ionospheric delays, smoothed ones with a moving window width of 60 s.

As illustrated in Figure 4, the residual ionospheric delays are at the level of a few
centimeters in amplitude. The observed ones shown with the black dots are rather scattered
and by using the smoothing method, the observation noise is removed significantly. The
smoothed ionospheric delays show the relatively slow variation of the ionospheric obser-
vations. Therefore, the smoothed ionospheric delays can be used to quantify the real-time
ionospheric changes for optimizing the constraint on the ionospheric delays parameters.

Figure 5 shows the correlation between EDI changes (black dots) and the calculated
PSD (red line). The test result here and that in Section 4.5 suggest that about 60–90 s data of
1 Hz sampling rate is needed in order to get rid of the observation noise while using APSD
to replace PSD. As illustrated in Figure 5, EDI is an indicator of the size of the ionospheric
delays in epoch-difference, and PSD will also be adjusted accordingly with the ionospheric
delays change, showing a positive correlation with the absolute amount of EDI. When the
ionospheric delays change drastically and the corresponding EDI is large, the PSD will
also increase. When the EDI is stable, the PSD will also be stable. Figure 5 can clearly
demonstrate that the PSD change with the EDI.
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Figure 5. Correlation between EDI and PSD.

4. Experimental Validation
4.1. Experimental Data

In total, three baselines from different networks are available for validating the effi-
ciency of this proposed ionospheric constraint method. The baseline length, observation
period, geographical location and receiver types are listed in Table 3. Baseline A is from
the CORS network in Zhejiang Province at a low latitude, and Baseline B and Baseline C
belong to the CORS network in Heilongjiang Province at a high latitude. All the receivers
are capable of tracking BDS triple-frequency signals and the sampling rate is 1 Hz.

Table 3. Information of baselines employed in the experimental validation.

Baseline Length Obser. Time Receiver Antenna Location

A 103 km 2020-4-28:00
2020-4-28:24

Trimble
Alloy TRM159900.00

(28:13:50N,
121:00:32E)
(27:47:08N,
120:05:00E)

B 175 km 2020-5-31:00
2020-5-31:24

Trimble
NetR9 TRM59900.00

(45:40:16N,
129:45:13E)
(44:08:04N,
129:16:21E)

C 202 km 2020-5-31:00
2020-5-31:24

Trimble
NetR9 TRM59900.00

(48:30:03N,
124:53:16E)
(50:08:29N,
125:45:58E)

4.2. Data Processing

The main purpose of the experimental validation is to investigate the efficiency of the
proposed ionospheric constraint by the positioning performance in terms of the first ambi-
guity fixing time (FAFT) and positioning accuracy compared with traditional approaches.
FAFT is the time when the station coordinates in three direction converge to 0.1 m. For
the empirical PSD, although most of the studies use a fixed value, several values will be
tested for each baseline and the best one will be used for a fair comparison, while in the
proposed approach the satellite-specific PSD is estimated using ionospheric observations
and the width of the smoothing window will also be tested. Therefore, we have here three
processing schemas: (1) using the same Empirical PSD for all satellites and all epochs,
referred to as EMP; (2) using Estimated satellite-specific PSD, named as EST; (3) using
Estimated satellite-specific PSD with different smoothing window widths. Besides which,
in this study, we focus on the long-range triple-frequency RTK, therefore only BDS triple
frequency data are processed and the conclusions should be applicable to the other system.

The data of each baseline are divided into one-hour sessions and processed indepen-
dently using the above-mentioned processing schemas. For each one-hour session, triple
frequency data are processed in kinematic mode and integer ambiguity fixing is carried out
using the strategy presented by Zhu et al. [34]. The FAFT, the estimated station coordinates
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and ionospheric delays are also derived and analyzed for each schema and baseline. Finally,
the best processing strategy is applied to the static and kinematic processing of the three
baselines and the statistics of the FAFT and positioning accuracy are presented.

4.3. Empirical Ionospheric Constraint

The processing using the different empirical PSD of 2.00, 1.00, 0.50, 0.20, 0.10 and
0.02 mm/

√
s are carried out and statistics are derived for comparison. Taking Baseline C

of 24-h data as an example, there are, in total, 24 one-hour sessions; the statistics of the
FAFT and the positioning accuracy for the selected PSD are instructed in Table 4 and the
result using the estimated satellite-specific constraint from 4.4 is also listed for comparison.

Table 4. The FAFT and positioning accuracy of Baseline C with different empirical PSD.

PSD (mm/
√

s) FAFT (s) N/m E/m U/m

2.00 278 0.0185 0.0073 0.0231
1.00 276 0.0183 0.0072 0.0229
0.50 221 0.0179 0.0065 0.0231
0.20 225 0.0184 0.0071 0.0229
0.10 398 0.0168 0.0053 0.0242
0.02 977 0.0059 0.0176 0.0289

EST60 207 0.0173 0.0057 0.0216

From the statistics in Table 4, the results of the six different EMP constraints show
that the best result in terms of the FAFT and positioning accuracy is achieved with the
PSD of 0.50 mm/

√
s, and with larger and smaller PSDs the performance is degraded. The

results with the PSD of 0.20 and 0.50 mm/
√

s are almost the same and they are very close
to the EST60 processing schema with a slight degradation of about 8% in both the FAFT
and positioning accuracy.

The position difference time series of the solution with the best and smaller and larger
PSD are also illustrated in Figure 6. For clearance of the FAFT, the EST60 solution is also
depicted for comparison. From Figure 6, the EST60 constraint has the fastest FAFT and
stable position estimates after convergence. The EMP with 0.50 mm/

√
s has almost the

same performance. However, when the PSD of 0.02 mm/
√

s is used, the FAFT are clearly
delayed although the positioning accuracy does not decrease. We have also tested with
even smaller PSD for example 0.005 mm/

√
s, then the ambiguity cannot be fixed correctly

and no reliable fixed solution is available. In principle, a loose constraint would be safer
than a tight one if there is not reliable information.

Figure 6. Position differences with different PSD, including EST60, the best EMP value 0.5, EMP 0.02, and EMP 2 mm/
√

s.

In order to further understand the impact of the different PSDs, the estimated ambi-
guities of their float solutions are instructed in Figure 7. It can be seen that the estimated
ambiguities of the EMP 0.5 mm/

√
s show similar behavior to the EST60 with high accuracy

from the beginning, while the ambiguities of the EMP with 0.02 mm/
√

s approach reach
their stable status rather slowly and even with some slow fluctuations.
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Figure 7. The estimated ambiguities of the float solutions with the ionospheric delays PSD of EST60, 2 mm/
√

s, 0.5 mm/
√

s,
and 0.02 mm/

√
s.

Furthermore, we plot the estimated ionospheric delays for C07, C10, C12 from so-
lutions with the EMP and EST power densities with the observed ionospheric delays as
background in Figure 8.

Figure 8. The observed ionospheric delays and the estimated Ionospheric delays of the solutions with EMP and EST60
power densities. Only the estimates with fixed ambiguity are included.

As can be seen from Figure 8, with different ionospheric delay constraints, the overall
trends of the ionospheric delays do not differ very much, but the short-term variation is
underestimated along with the decrease meant of the power density. The difference of
ionospheric delays between the EST60 constraint and EMP with 0.5 mm/

√
s is the smallest.

4.4. Satellite-Specified Ionospheric Contraint

From the analysis in Section 4.3, the ionospheric constraint plays an important role
in long-range RTK positioning. The PSD which decides the constraint depends on the
baseline length and the ionospheric activity, therefore it is not easy to obtain a suitable
empirical value, especially for real-time positioning. The proper way is to estimate the PSD
from ionospheric observation itself as described in Section 3.3.

We use a window of 60 s to calculate the moving average of the observed ionospheric
delays with simple quality control. The latest 30 smoothed ionospheric observations used
to calculate the PSD at the current epoch are calculated for each satellite, so the constraint
is satellite-specific instead of the same for all satellites. For comparison, the solutions with
the estimated PSD scaled by 1/3 three times are also derived.

Similarly, the statistics of the 24 one-hour sessions of Baseline C are given in Table 5.
In the comparison of the previous subsection, EST60 is confirmed superior to the best
empirical constraint because its PSD derived from real data and the smoothing window
width of 60 s is also proved to be the best in the following subsection. Here we further
demonstrate that it is the best because both increasing or decreasing the PSD led to worse
FAFT and positioning accuracy.
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Table 5. The FAFT and the Positioning Precision of Baseline C with the estimated PSD.

PSD (m/sqrt(h)) FAFT (s) N/m E/m U/m

EST60 207 0.0173 0.0057 0.0216
EST60 × 3 233 0.0183 0.0071 0.0227
EST60 ÷ 3 557 0.0128 0.0052 0.0289

To show the impact of the constraint on the convergence, the estimated position
time series, and ambiguity time series of C07, C10 and C12 for the solutions with EST60,
EST60 × 3 and EST60 ÷ 3 are illustrated in Figures 9 and 10, respectively.

Figure 9. Positioning results of EST60, EST60 × 3 and EST60 ÷ 3.

Figure 10. The float ambiguity estimated of C07, C10 and C12 for the solution EST60, EST60 × 3 and EST60 ÷ 3.

In Figure 9, from left to right, the results of FAFT and positioning accuracy after
the EST60 constraint, EST60 constraint enlarged by three times (EST60 × 3) and EST60
constraint enlarged by 0.3 times (EST60 ÷ 3), are shown, respectively. With the EST60
constraint, the FAFT becomes fast, and the results are good in E and N directions after
convergence. After the EST60 constraint is enlarged 3 times and 0.3 times, FAFT slows
down, respectively, which is due to the inappropriate PSD of the ionospheric delays
constraint. Figure 10 shows the floating solutions of ambiguity of C07, C10 and C12 under
the EST60, EST60 × 3 and EST60 ÷ 3 constraint.

When the EST60 is increased to EST60 × 3, the FAFT becomes slow, and the floating
solutions are stable within the range of 0.5 m after convergence; when EST60 is reduced to
EST60 ÷ 3, it takes a long time for the ambiguity residual to converge to a certain accuracy
and fluctuates sharply up and down, so the ambiguity cannot be fixed and the positioning
results are poor. On the contrary, the performance of the EST60 is much better than the
former two, with a faster FAFT and more accurate positioning.

Figure 11 shows the corresponding fluctuation of ionospheric delays for C07, C10 and
C12. EST60 estimates agree with the observed values perfectly which are almost in the
middle of the observed ones. With the increased PSD of EST60 × 3, the ionospheric delays
are close to that of EST60. With the decreased PSD of EST60 ÷ 3, the estimated ionospheric
delays are overall underestimated, which are behind the observed values and in general
cannot reflect the ionosphere delays variation, especially for sharp fluctuations.
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Figure 11. The ionospheric delays time series of C07, C10 and C12 from the solution EST60, EST60 × 3 and EST60 ÷ 3.

4.5. Impact of the Smoothing Window Width

The moving average smoothing approach helps to reduce the influence of carrier
observation noise and is conducive to the real reaction of ionospheric delays changes. The
width of the window is very crucial, as too wide a width will also remove the ionospheric
variation and too narrow a width cannot remove the noise adequately. In order to get
the proper window width, a numerical test is undertaken using different window widths
from 0 to 150 with a stepsize of 30 s, i.e., six windows. The window width 1 means using
the original observations without any smoothing. The same statistics as in the previous
subsections are used for evaluation. Again, taking Baseline C with 24 one-hour sessions as
an example, the statistical results are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. The FAFT and positioning accuracy using the PSD estimated with different smoothing
window widths.

Window Width (s) FAFT (s) N/m E/m U/m

EST 1 278 0.0185 0.0073 0.0229
EST 30 224 0.0177 0.0063 0.0211
EST 60 207 0.0173 0.0057 0.0216
EST 90 210 0.0174 0.0058 0.0287

EST 120 225 0.0171 0.0053 0.0254
EST 150 464 0.0163 0.0048 0.0278

From the statistics in Table 6, the solution with a smooth window of 60 s is the best.
Both the FAFT and positioning accuracy are degraded but very gently with larger and
smaller windows. In principle, the difference for the window width from 30 s to 120 s is
rather small, so that the selection of the window width should be not very difficult. In this
study, 60 s is applied for all the sessions and baselines.

Similar to the investigation in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, the similar performance of the
position-biases, ambiguity convergence time and the estimated ionospheric delays of the
solutions also shown in Table 6. Therefore, we will not repeat them here again.

The time series of EDI and PSD used in EST60 and that are calculated without smooth-
ing, i.e., EST01 are illustrated in Figure 12 for satellite C07, C10 and C12.

It can be seen from Figure 12 that the EST01 is affected by observation noise and
exhibits much larger noise and cannot reflect the trend of the ionosphere delays in com-
parison with EST60 obtained by moving average approach. For example, the C07 has two
large changes around the epochs 2700 and 3400, respectively, which can also be seen from
the ionospheric delays time series in Figure 11. The PSD of EST60 is in good agreement
with the ionospheric variation and can capture them precisely in real-time operation.
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Figure 12. The time series of EDI and estimated PSD used in EST01 and EST60 for satellite C07, C10
and C12 from top to bottom.

4.6. BDS Triple-Frequncy Long-Range RTK

The triple-frequency observations increase the redundancy of the estimation and
can speed up the integer ambiguity resolution due to the constraint among the integer
ambiguities of different frequencies. One of the critical issue is the modelling of the
ionospheric delays. Here, the estimation model by Equations (5)–(8) with the constraint
based on the estimated PSD is adopted to carry out the BDS triple-frequency positioning
of Baselines A, Baseline B and Baseline C in static and kinematic mode. The PSD of
the ionospheric delays is calculated from the latest 30 epochs of denoised ionospheric
observations smoothing with the best window width of 60 s. For each baseline, four 2-h
sessions are processed and the FAFT and positioning accuracy are calculated and listed
in Table 7 and the number of satellites observed and positioning differences are shown in
Figure 13.

Table 7. The RMS statistical results of Baseline A, Baseline B and Baseline C.

Mode Baseline FAFT (s) N/m E/m U/m

Static
A 278 0.0088 0.0089 0.0255
B 184 0.0127 0.0077 0.0289
C 217 0.0159 0.0104 0.0311

Kinematic
A 302 0.0158 0.0107 0.0356
B 259 0.0309 0.0333 0.0517
C 250 0.0251 0.0311 0.0588
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Figure 13. The positioning results for Baselines A (a), Baseline B (b) and Baseline C (c). In each row, there are four subplots
representing four 2-hour sessions. In each subplot, the top panel shows the number of satellites observed and the middle
and bottom panel for the position differences in static and kinematic mode, respectively.

In Figure 13, the positioning results of Baseline A, Baseline B and Baseline C are shown
on the top, middle and bottom row, respectively. In each row, there are four subplots each
for one 2-h session. In each subplot, the upper panel presented the number of observed
satellites, and the middle and bottom panel are for the position differences in E, N and U
directions in static and kinematic mode, respectively. It can be seen from Figure 13 that the
positioning result is stable after convergence, and the FAFT and positioning accuracies in
kinematic mode are worse than those in static mode.

From the statistics in Table 7, it is indicated that the positioning accuracy of rover
stations in both static and kinematic mode can reach the centimeter level. The longest and
the shortest FAFT are 278 s and 217 s in static mode, and 302 s and 250 s in kinematic mode.
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The average FAFT are 226 s in the static mode, and 270 s in the kinematic mode. It can be
seen from Figure 13 and Table 7 that the approach for estimating PSD proposed in this
study can efficiently fix the integer ambiguity within 5 min and stabilize the rover station
positioning results in both the static and kinematic mode.

5. Conclusions

For long-range precise positioning, instead of ionosphere-free observation, the un-
combined observations are suggested, especially for triple-frequency data processing, in
which the ionospheric delays are generally estimated as a random walk process with
proper spatiotemporal constraint represented by the process PSD. Due to the ionospheric
delays, variation depends on the inter-station distance and the ionosphere activities, and
it is difficult to give a reasonable empirical PSD. The ionospheric delays derived from
the phase observations containing the actual ionospheric delays variation, however, it is
contaminated by the observation noise which is much larger than ionospheric variation in
a very short time.

In this study, we deduced the relationship among the ionospheric delays PSD, observa-
tion noise and the ionospheric observations and demonstrated the impact of the observation
noise in the estimation of the PSD and its reduction with increased differential interval.

Based on the numerical investigation, we developed two approaches to estimate
the PSD: the linear fitting approach with rigorous theoretical reasoning and the moving
average approach which is more efficient for real-time processing. The influence of the
window width, and the sampling and differential interval are carefully investigated and
proper values are suggested based on the experimental data, for example with a smooth
window of 60 s and epoch-differenced ionospheric observations of 30 s for the observations
of 1 Hz.

In the experimental validation, the results show that both the FAFT and positioning
accuracy after ambiguity fixing using the estimated PSD as a constraint can be increased
by at least 8% compared with that using the unique empirical value for all satellites,
although the value is fine-tuned according to the actual observations, and decreased by
34% compared to that using PSD calculated without smoothing.

The proposed approach is employed in the processing of BDS triple-frequency data
of three long-range baselines of 103 km, 175 km and 202 km to validate the positioning
performance in terms of the FAFT and positioning accuracy. The average FAFT in static and
kinematic mode is 226 s and 270 s, and the positioning accuracies after ambiguity fixing are
1 cm, 1 cm and 3 cm and 3 cm, 3 cm and 6 cm in the East, North and Up directions for static
and kinematic mode, respectively. The accuracy shows a slight correlation with inter-station
distance and meets the requirements of high-precision static and kinematic positioning.
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